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Abstract 

Three leaks in community heating pipeline system were located by analysing Acoustic Emission measurement 
results. A cross-correlation method was applied successfully in one case to locate the leak, however failed in 
case of two other leaks. As a second method amplitude ratio was applied to locate the remaining leaks. After 
adjusting some parameters of this second method, leaks could be located within reasonable accuracy for repair 
work. 
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1.  Introduction 
 
Community heating system of a German city had leaks in three independent segments of its 
pipeline system. In order to avoid excavation of large segments of the pipeline system 
Acoustic Emission method was applied to narrow location of leaks down. Initially a cross-
correlation approach was used to locate the leaks [1, 2]. It was successful only in one case. In 
the two remaining cases cross-correlation did not yield reliable results. In addition leak 
location by the method of amplitude ratio [3, 4, 5] was also applied. After initializing the 
required parameters of this method the remaining two leaks could be located within a few 
meters. The leak locations were confirmed during repair actions. Results are presented and 
discussed in following sections. 
 

2.  Problem outline 
 
A distributed pipeline system for community heating had leaks in three independent 
segments. All leaks were roughly located within sections of the pipeline system, whereby 
sections are between two respective access points. Access points were 91m, 52m and 46m 
apart, in case of leak 1, leak 2 and leak 3, respectively. Diameter of steel pipe without 
insulation was 100mm in case of leaks 1 and 2, 300mm in case of leak 3. At the access points 
insulation could be removed and AE-sensors were surface mounted directly to the steel pipe. 
The leaks had to be located while pipeline was operated. A summary of dimensions and 
geometry of measurement setup can be found in table 1. 
 

Table 1: geometry of measurement setup and dimensions of pipe segments containing 

leaks 

 Pipe diameter AE-sensor to -sensor distance 
Leak 1 100mm 91m 
Leak 2 100mm 52m 
Leak 3 300mm 46m 
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3.  Measurement equipment and analysis software 
 
Acoustic Emission from leakage was measured with an AMSY-5 Acoustic Emission 
measurement system of Vallen Systeme GmbH. Acoustic Emission sensors of type VS75-
SIC-40dB were used. These sensors are sensitive in a frequency range from 30kHz to 300kHz 
and because of that ideally suited for leakage detection [1, 3]. Application specific filters of 
ASIP-2 signal processor board were set from 25kHz to 300kHz. AE-feature data was acquired 
continuously for consecutive time-windows of 819µs. Only true energy of AE-feature data 
was used for analysis. Waveform data was streamed to hard disk drive at 5MHz sampling 
rate. 
 
For applying cross-correlation algorithm waveform data was automatically exported to an 
external application called FlexPro from Weisang. Location by the method of amplitude ratio 
was done in VisualAE analysis software using the Embedded Code Processor module of the 
Vallen AE-Suite software. 
 
The Embedded Code Processor is ideally suited for data processing tasks that are not 
predefined in VisualAE analysis software. The Embedded Code Processor module provides a 
scripting environment to VisualAE. The whole amplitude ratio location algorithm was 
implemented as a black-box script accepting a number of inputs and delivering as a single 
output the location of a leak. 
 

4.  Propagation of elastic waves in pipes 
 
One will be confronted with pipeline specific phenomena of elastic wave propagation when 
conducting an AE-measurement on a pipeline, be it the propagation speed or attenuation. 
Long [6] has explained the types of elastic waves propagating in a buried pipeline in much 
detail. Basically, elastic waves that can be detected by the use of surface mounted AE-sensors 
are waves that cause (i) radial displacement and whose (ii) attenuation is minimal. A radial 
displacement of pipe wall guarantees that surface mounted sensors are able to pick up the 
movement. A low attenuation of propagating elastic waves ensures that they can be detected 
over long distances. As it turns out such waves are of type guided waves along the interface of 
pipe wall and fluid. Guided waves are a result of the interaction of the different vibrational 
systems taking part in elastic wave propagation in the pipeline: fluid medium, pipe wall and to 
some extent the surrounding medium. Guided waves can be “leaky”, meaning that they excite 
a propagating wave in the surrounding medium, i.e. they deposit energy in the surrounding 
medium. As a result of leaky waves the wave energy is spread over an ever increasing volume 
when the elastic wave propagates down the pipe. Leaky waves are impossible to detect over 
long distances because of this geometric spreading of elastic wave energy. Of more interest 
are “trapped energy” waves. Such wave modes do not deposit energy in the surrounding 
material. Instead wave energy is trapped at the interface pipe-wall and fluid. As a result 
trapped energy guided waves can propagate over large distances before radial surface 
movement is too small to be detected by surface mounted AE-sensors. The attenuation of 
trapped energy guided waves is mainly guided by the interaction of the surrounding medium 
with the pipe wall [6, 7]. In case of plastic composite pipes as used in community heating, the 
surrounding medium is polyurethane foam. 
 
There are two other types of waves that are generated, but are of low interest for leak 
detection. One of these wave types is the pressure wave in the fluid. Pressure waves usually 
have very low attenuation but cause only axial displacement [6, 7, 8]. The second wave type 



that is generated are cylindrical waves in the pipe wall. However, attenuation in pipe walls is 
much larger than for guided waves making them detectable only in the near vicinity of a leak. 
 
Guided waves at pipe-wall fluid are dispersive and develop many different wave modes. Only 
first order wave modes are of interest, because they carry enough energy to be detected by 
surface mounted AE-sensors [6, 8]. 
 

5.  Leak location by amplitude ratio 
 
In parallel to applying the cross-correlation method the amplitude ratio method of locating a 
leakage was implemented on the basis of [3, 5]. The fundamental assumption of this method 
is a constant attenuation of sound along the pipeline. The attenuation follows an exponential 
law [3, 5]. Hence it follows that 
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whereby A1 and A2 are the averaged amplitudes in units of Volt of the wanted AE-signal, i.e. 
the AE-signal part that stems from the turbulences caused by the leak, in channel 1 and 2, 
respectively. It is favourable to use RMS for averaging the amplitudes [5]. The distances d1 
and d2 are measured from the mounting point of sensor 1 and 2 to the leakage, respectively. 
The attenuation is α in units of m-1. Since the sensor distance D=d1+d2 is known, equation (1) 
can be solved for d1 or d2 if attenuation α is known. 
 
Another set of parameters that needs to be adjusted are the strength of different noise 
components such as electronic noise and fluid-flow noise. The different noise sources need to 
be decomposed according to [5]: 
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whereby M, L, N and F are the mean measured AE-signal voltage, leak signal voltage, 
electronic noise voltage and fluid noise voltage, respectively. The subscript RMS indicates 
that mean is calculated by root mean squares method. Only the leak signal voltage should be 
considered for leak source location algorithm. For getting reliable location results it is 
important to decompose these noise components. 
 

6.  Measurement results 
 
Leak 1 was located by determining time difference of the arrival of the same waveform 
features in the two measurement channels and using this information to calculate the distance 
between a sensor mounting point and the origin of the elastic wave, i.e. the leak location. 
Time differences were determined by applying the cross-correlation method to continuously 
measured AE-signals at channel 1 and 2. In this context “cross-correlation” is often used as a 
synonym for a location method based on determining the time of arrival of same waveform 
features at two or more sensors. 
 
Figure 1 shows a typical waveform that was measured. It is a continuous AE-signal with no 
burst signals whatsoever. The depicted waveform covers a time window of 819µs. 400 of 



these time windows have been concatenated gapless and used for applying cross-correlation 
method. 
 

 
Figure 1: typical AE-signal from a pipeline leak of this investigation measured at a sensor. 

 
Leak 1 was located at a distance of 32m from mounting point of AE-sensor 1. The other two 
leaks could not be located reliably by the use of cross-correlation method. 
 
For applying the amplitude ratio method attenuation of elastic waves in a pipe needs to be 
known. Unfortunately attenuation is a parameter that is not readily available. Elastic wave 
attenuation in a pipe depends on various parameters such as diameter and wall thickness of 
pipe, its material, type of fluid medium in pipe and mechanical properties of surrounding 
material [6, 8]. While there is a software tool [7] available to calculate attenuation amongst 
other properties of a pipe, it was figured that a measurement delivers more reliable results. 
The Automatic Sensor Test was used to excite an elastic wave in the pipe based on which the 
attenuation should be calculated from the measured amplitudes. However the test pulse could 
not excite transient waves in the pipeline that would propagate all the way to the far away 
sensor. It is figured that most likely the Automatic Sensor Tester pulse could not excite a 
“trapped-energy” wave mode. 
 
Based on the cross-correlation results and confirmed location of leak 1, the unknown 
parameters of the amplitude ratio method were determined. The sum of fluid flow- and 
electronic noise, was determined to be 5.6µV RMS. The attenuation was calculated to be 
0.6dB/m in the 100mm diameter pipe. Since elastic wave energy of leak noise is spread over a 
three times larger surface in case of a 300mm diameter pipe, attenuation was estimated to be 
three times as large as in case of 100mm diameter pipe. This assumption is based on purely 
geometric aspect of the interaction of surrounding material and pipe wall. This assumption 
should be verified in further studies. 
 
Figure 2 shows the results of the RMS of amplitude measurement. The true energy out of the 
AE-feature data set is used to calculate the RMS of the AE-signal amplitude.  
 
With the fitted parameters for noise and attenuation leak 2 and 3 were located at distances of 
1±0.25m and 20.5±2m from AE-sensor 1 mounting position. During repair action of the 
defect pipeline segments leak 2 and 3 were confirmed at positions 1.5m and 20m from AE-
sensor 1 mounting position (see also table 2). 



 
Figure 2: RMS measurement of amplitude for both channels in case of leak 2. Green dots indicated results from 
channel 1, red dots from channel 2. Each dot indicates the RMS of AE-signal amplitude of a rolling 8ms time 
window. In between the cluster of dots the measurement was deliberately paused. 

 
Table 2: results of (i) confirmed location and (ii) calculated leak location for the leaks in 

the different pipeline segments. 

 Pipe diameter AE-sensor distance Confirmed location Calculated location 
Leak 1 100mm 91m 32m 32m(1) 
Leak 2 100mm 52m 1.5m 1±0.25m 
Leak 3 300mm 46m 20 20.5±2m 
(1)…leak location calculated by the use of cross correlation method 
 

 
Figure 3: green dots are calculated distances from AE-sensor 1 to leak. Each green dot resembles the results of a 
rolling 8ms time window. In between the 4 clusters of green dots, the measurement was deliberately interrupted. 
The red graph is the location result, averaged over 1 second. 

 
The diagrams in figure 3 and figure 4 show the output of the Embedded Code Processor script 
that calculates leak location based on amplitude attenuation. Figure 3 shows the results for 
leak 2 while figure 4 shows the results for leak 3. The graph with green dots shows the 
location results of a rolling 8ms time window in both cases. The clustering of the green dots 
in figure 3 and figure 4 is a result of deliberately interrupting the measurement. In both cases 



this was done to catch up with waveform data processing. The red graph indicates the average 
of a 1s time window and represents result cited in table 2. 
 

 
Figure 4: green dots are calculated distances from AE-sensor 1 to leak. Each green dot resembles the results of a 
rolling 8ms time window. In between the clusters of green dots, the measurement was deliberately interrupted. 
The red graph is the location result, averaged over 1 second. 

 

4.  Discussion of results 
 
Interestingly enough, locating leaks by determining the time difference of arrival of same 
waveform features (i.e. cross-correlation method) failed in two cases showing that our ad-hoc 
approach was not sufficient. According to Brennan [10] a pipe acts as a variable low pass 
filter. The longer the distance an elastic waves propagates the lower the cut off frequency. 
Cross correlation performs very poorly when a leak, by accident, is located near to one of the 
sensors, as was the case for leak 2. Elastic waves propagating over large distances in pipelines 
will be stripped off their high frequency content. Not correcting for this low pass behaviour 
[10] will cause unreliable time difference results when cross correlating signals in two 
measurement channels. Because of this, leak location will be unreliable, too. Additionally 
noise components superposing the leak signal will decorrelate the signals measured at two 
sensors [11]. 
 
Amplitude ratio method relies on the knowledge of the attenuation in the pipe and parameters 
like electronic noise and fluid flow noise. While electronic noise can be determined easily, 
determining fluid flow noise needs at least a reference measurement of a pipe without leak. 
However, the most important and critical parameter of this method is the sound attenuation in 
a pipe. Knowing the correct attenuation will be most important when a leak is much closer to 
one AE-sensor than the other. Attenuation should be measured in a pipe by mechanically 
exciting trapped energy guided wave modes as e.g. proposed in [6].  
 
Results of the measurement from leak 1 were used to adjust the unknown parameters of noise 
and attenuation in order that amplitude ratio method delivered same results. With this set of 
parameters leak 2 and 3 could be located within reasonable accuracy for excavation works. 
An uncertainty of ±2m in case of leak 3 was not a problem since excavation resulted in a hole 
of approximately 3-4m length. Similarly the deviation of result for leak 2 (1±0.25m) from 
actual location of leak 2 (1.5m) did not matter in this respect. 
 



The advantage of amplitude ratio over cross-correlation method is that this method works 
online. The heavy demand on CPU power made cross-correlation too slow for online 
calculation. At least in the above three examples amplitude ratio method delivered reliable 
and correct results despite the fact that in one case the leak was very close to a sensor. Since 
fluid noise could be determined, the algorithm worked also when pipeline system was in 
operation. 
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